Abstract: Logistics Vehicle Routing Problem belongs to a class of NP problem which has important practical value. This article needs to be considered for vehicles path restriction requirements, and have been established in the vehicle routing problem based on the mathematical model, using particle swarm optimization algorithm intelligence (PSO), constructing vehicle routing problem with particle expressions, establishing this problem by particle swarm algorithm, and compared with Genetic algorithms. The simulation results show that the algorithm can quickly and efficiently obtain the optimal vehicle routing problem solution. Therefore, it can be a very effective program to solve the vehicle routing problem.
Introduction
Referred to as enterprise "the third profit source" of modern logistics, is becoming a global economic development hotspots and new growth point, more and more focused. Logistics and distribution as a logistics enterprises daily production of a very important part of logistics costs account for about more than 60%, the level of their efficiency has a direct impact on the efficiency of logistics enterprises. This article examines the delivery route optimization problems, is to meet customer demand conditions; through the establishment of reasonable distribution path will delivery goods into the hands of each customer, so that the number of vehicles deployed, the transport time and shipping costs to a minimum. Optimizing logistics and distribution path has a great impact on speeding up the delivery speed, improving service quality, reducing costs and increasing overall economic. Therefore, the use of scientific method to determine the delivery route is a distribution business in an important work. Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) by Dantzing and Ramser first proposed in 1959, it is operational and portfolio optimization field of famous NP complete problem, has important significance in computer services, logistics, management and other subjects. It refers to certain constraints, according to service customers website layout, logistics and distribution center locations, vehicle maximum load and other information, and Organizes for the fleet of driving directions to distribute the goods. Made in meeting requirements of customer, such as the shortest distance, the smallest costing and least time consuming. In recent years, researchers have the General heuristics and neural networks, genetic algorithms and simulated annealing, and other intelligent algorithm applied to the VRP problems and achieved some good results. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm is a theory based on group intelligent global optimization methods, by the United States Eberhart Kennedy proposed early in 1995, initially is to simulate the process of birds forage for food. Particle Swarm Optimization is different from other evolutionary algorithms, it convergences speedly, has less parameters, encods with real numbers and directly deal with the problem domain, without conversion, so the algorithm is simple, easy-toimplement, widely used, and in particular, it is applied to continuous function optimization problems show better optimized performance. Particle Swarm Optimization is also widely used for vehicle routing problem. This article is the use of particle swarm algorithm to solve logistics vehicles in path selection optimization problems, through the established mathematical model based on the structure of the particle vehicle routing problem, that is, the expression method of constructing L demand customers, i.e. receipt point in a two-dimensional space, for each receipt point corresponds to two dimensions, indicates receipt point of vehicles, represents the path in the corresponding execution order. This established the PSO, and genetic algorithms for comparison testing. Proof by simulation experiment, particle swarm algorithm to solve the VRP with better results.
Literature review
It is perhaps not the quantum behavior of Huang Tianhe, and genetic algorithms and the introduction of particle swarm algorithm for solving vehicle routing problem, made a natural number indicates that, in view of the customer and vehicle segment encoding methods. Liu Zhixiong fsase receipt point, particle position order and particle position rounding operation of 3D particle encoding method, with inertia weight linear digressive PSO on logistics and distribution issues, made a series of results. This article is the use of particle swarm algorithm to solve logistics vehicles in path selection optimization problems, through the established mathematical model based on the structure of the particle vehicle routing problem, that is, the expression method of constructing L demand customers, i.e. receipt point in a two-dimensional space, for each receipt point corresponds to two dimensions, k X indicates receipt point of vehicles, r X represents the path in the corresponding execution order. This established the PSO, and genetic algorithms for comparison testing. Proof by simulation experiment, particle swarm algorithm to solve the VRP with better results.
Typical Mathematical Model of Logistics Vehicle Routing Problem
Suppose there is a distribution center, with K car, each car's load is k q (k = 1, 2, ..., K), distribution centre delivery to L customer, demand of each customer's goods is i g (I = 1, 2, ..., L) and max Represents a point from i to j point of transportation costs, can be expressed as a path, time, etc. In this article, is to consider choosing a reasonable route, making the total transport path as short as possible, in order to reduce the costs of transportation. Therefore, ij c will be defined as driving distance; z is driving distance of all vehicles. Set up the mathematical model as follows:
This model requires only one location known distribution center, all vehicles carrying goods from here to delivery, when finished, and return to the distribution center; all transport capacity of vehicles are the same, and each path on each of the requirements of point of demand and not more than vehicle loading capacity; each customer's needs is known to every demand point and can be used only by one vehicle. To meet above those conditions that all vehicles driving distance and z minimum.
Particle Swarm Optimization

The basic principle of PSO
In Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm, groups of each individual has a speed (reflect location to change), the particle movement under the speed of the search space. The whole optimization process is to achieve according to their own previous best position and its neighbors over the other individual to reach the optimal position to change their position and velocity, which tends to accelerate the global optimal value of the aggregation process. The PSO, each optimization solution is regarded as one of the search space has no volume and does not have a quality flight particles, all the particles have a tuned objective function determines the fitness value, each particle has a speed determined their flight direction and distance. Particles are through comprehensive analysis, in the solution space to search, find the optimal solution by iteration. In each iteration, the particle track two "extreme" to update own: one is a global extreme gbest, that is, the entire population at present find the optimal solution; another is the individual extreme pbest, that is, at present, the particle itself to find the optimal solution. PSO formula as follows:
(1)
PSO algorithm is not sensitive to population size, population decline in performance is not significant when the number is not very large, typically takes 30-50. Type: w is the weight factor, subscript i, on behalf of the i-th particle, subscript j, on behalf of the speed (or location) of the j-th dimension, superscript k, and represents the number of iterations, 1 c and 2 c is learning factor, has little effect on the PSO convergence, usually 1 gbest is the Group of the j-dimensional coordinate global extreme.
Swarm optimization of vehicle path particle
According to the Particle Swarm Optimization problems on the path of the vehicle. In General, coded with real number, according to vehicle routing problem, 0 means the distribution center, with 1, 2, ... L that represents the needs of customers. Due to the distribution center has K car, there is at most K a delivery path, each distribution path begins at the distribution center, and finally the distribution center. In order to reflect in the coding of the distribution of vehicles, that is, for the VRP which has L customer and K car, insert the client sequence K-1 number of 0, that is to increase the K-1 virtual distribution center, this section of the customer into K pieces such that 1, 2, ... L + K-1 non-duplication of natural numbers, random arrangement constitutes an individual, and corresponds to a delivery path, so that each paragraph that represent each vehicle's path. This random 1, 2, ... L non-duplication of natural numbers from a random arrangement of the individual, for an object distribution corresponding to the path of individual programs, to determine whether it is optimal, first to see whether it meets their constraints, and to a lesser extent, to calculate the value of the target function. This article according to vehicle delivery route optimization characteristics determined by the encoding method, implied to be able to meet each demand point lead distribution service and each demand point to just one car distribution constraints while meeting each path on each of the requirements of point of demand and not exceed capacity. As in the actual vehicle routing problem, fully satisfy the constraint condition, it is necessary to consider the distribution of vehicles and vehicle routing problem, which is the priority task. This article in that respect that there is a demand for customer L, i.e. receipt point in a two-dimensional space, for each receipt point corresponds to two dimensions, k X indicates receipt point of vehicles, r X represents the path in the corresponding execution order. For example, set in the VRP issue 8 receipt point, 3 vehicles, if a particle's position vector X as: Receipt point: This encoding effectively addresses the encoding of the vehicle. The big advantage is that each receipt point are vehicles of distribution services, and to limit each receipt point needs only one vehicle to complete, so that the solution was possible in the process of calculation is significantly reduced. Because the VRP problem as integer programming problems, and the PSO is a continuous space algorithm, it is necessary to the algorithm implementation modify it accordingly. The following steps: 1) particle swarm is divided into two subgroups of two overlapping; 2) each particle position vector k X for each dimension access 1-K (fleet) integers, r X for each dimension access 1 ~ L (receipt point) between real number; 3) each velocity vector of each dimension access-(K-1) to (K-1) (fleet) integers, each dimension access-(L-1) to (L-1) is the real number between; 4) to use evaluation function Eval evaluation all particles; 5) to set the initial evaluation as individual historical optimal solutions, and look for the subgroups within the optimal solution i P and total population of optimal solutions g P . 6) for each particle, in accordance with the formula(1) calculation k V , r V ; in accordance with the formula(2) calculation k X , r X ; 7) to repeat step 4), if a particle of current assessment value better than its historical value the optimal assessment, note the current value assessment to the historical optimal assessment value while recorded as i P ; Similarly, find current subgroups within the optimal solution and total population of optimal solution until termination condition, or the maximum number of iterations has been reached.
Instance Analysis and Test Simulation and Results
For 1 distribution centers, 7 demand customer distribution system, distribution center only with 3 car (assuming the vehicle loading capacity is 1) for distribution to reasonable arrangements allowed path, make the minimum total transit. Set the task points (0 is the distribution center, 1-7 is demand customer) coordinates and freight as shown in table 1. Assume that only two of the needs of customers that can be set for the receipt, i and j, their coordinates for ( ) Use Particle Swarm Optimization and genetic algorithm for simultaneous calculation of the issue. In Particle Swarm Optimization, the maximum number of iterations is 200, the particle number 40, 1 c = 2 c =1.49, w = 0.729. In genetic algorithms, group size is 40, cross probability is 0.6, the mutation probability is 0.2, with Roulette method Select descendants. A series of 50 optimized result as shown in table 2. You can see from the results of the calculation, using the Particle Swarm Optimization to get the optimal path of probability to 100%, while the genetic algorithm, which is relatively less and PSO for optimal path in the speed increased almost 10 times than GA. Describes the issue, the PSO algorithm is much higher than the effect of GA optimization algorithm. The optimal route for vehicles: vehicles 1: 
Conclusion
By analyzing the PSO, we can see the difference with GA algorithm is: iterative calculation only involves elementary operations, and very little computation; each particle cannot directly access historical experience and subgroups of historical experience, more effective than other methods.
